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What Carter Must Tell Begin
There is one simple way for President Carter to win a major political victory at his meeting
with Prime Minister Begin and President Sadat and to secure American interests in a Middle
East peace.
The President must tell Mr. Begin that in the American view Israel has two options. First. it
must announce its willingness to make the necessary concessions. including the withdrawal
from the occupied territories and the establishment of a homeland for the Palestinians on the
West Bank and Gaza. and to halt its support for the fascist Christian forces in Lebanon.
Second. if Israel refuses that proposal. then it must be prepared to face American calls for
the immediate resumption of a Geneva conference with the presence of the Soviet Union and
the Palestinians. along with all the Arab countries involved.
If the Israelis choose not. to accept either option. then the United States must tell Israel that it
will lose American support. including military and economic support. It is bitter medicine. but
it is for Israel's own good. The eventual result of such diplomacy will not only be the
establishment of peace in the region, but a renaissance of the Near East in a flourishing
economic community in which Israel, finally will play an important role.
-Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.

Zionist Lobby Plans Rerun Of
1973 Arab-Israeli War, Oil Embargo
Political chaos to follow Carter Camp David decision
The battle is now on for the control of the U.S.
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Administration, led by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee "Zionist mafia" of Senators Javits, Case.
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The Camp David summit tactic was decided upon
during a July 31 meeting among Carter, Mondale
Brzezinski, and Vance. There, Carter wrote out by
hand two letters, one for Begin and one for Sadat.
Vance, who probably had deep reservations about the
idea, had no choice but to deliver the letters on his
Middle East tour.
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An enormous amount is at stake. A peace settlement
successful implementation of the plan put forward by
French President Giscard and West German
Chancellor Schmidt at the Bremen EEC Summit last
month for the worldwide economic development and
financial stability. A peaceful Middle East is the
cornerstone for stable
energy and financial
arrangements a la Bremen, which aims to replace the
International Monetary Fund and the City of London
speculators and financial vultures associated with the
British-centered branch of the Knights of Malta.
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